Earth. Planets. Climate. Life.

Life on Earth emerged over 3.5 billion
years ago, but we still search for answers to
the most basic questions about our origins.
The Earth teems with life, but surprisingly little is understood about how
life began and took hold. The science of the origins and evolution of life
is extraordinarily complex, with biology and earth science inextricably
intertwined. From studies of ancient rocks and modern day organisms
we now know that tiny microbes—the earliest forms of life—have played
an outsized role in shaping the environmental systems of our planet
for billions of years. Some learned to harvest energy from sunlight
and produce oxygen, which over time became a key atmospheric
ingredient enabling more complex forms of life to evolve and thrive.
Some contributed to the extinction of species by spewing atmospherewarming methane in quantities large enough to alter the climate. While still
others nourish plant life by fixing nitrogen from the air into the soil.
EAPS scientists are driven to discover the inner workings of the natural
world by asking fundamental questions. When did photosynthesis begin?
How did life evolve and how does it continue to adapt to changes in
the environment? Is Earth a stable system? How did its present state
come to be? How might the impact of human or natural processes
compromise its stability? What caused mass extinctions of the past?
Could we be approaching another? Can we find biosignatures in
the atmospheres of distant exoplanets? Or in the rocks of Mars?
Ultimately, is life unique to Earth?

Why study
the origins
and evolution
of life?
Every major event in the history of life has been
accompanied by environmental change.
Photosynthesizing cyanobacteria led to the
Great Oxygenation Event and the formation of
animal life. Greenhouse gases and toxic metals
from massive supervolcanoes triggered the Great
Dying with a rapid global warming of 10ºC, but also
paved the way for the rise of the dinosaurs and
mammals. Sea level changes as the last ice sheets
began to melt altered ocean currents, speeding
glacial retreat and allowing humans to spread
into North America. Studying past patterns of the
Earth’s biosphere expands our understanding of the
interconnected systems of the natural world that
we experience today. The context gained from this
fundamental research is vital to our appreciation
of the extent and impact of modern environmental
change—providing valuable information to help
guide our future.
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MIT-WHOI Joint Program
student Hannah Barkley
takes a core sample from
a coral skeleton to
analyze its growth rings
and track the effects of
environmental changes on
coral ecosystems.

How do EAPS
scientists conduct
their research?
The complex interactions we study between the physical and
biological worlds require a rigorous interdisciplinary approach.
We follow the genomic trail of living organisms back in time to find
DNA sequences for the earliest forms of life—even before the onset
of the fossil record. Hyperthermophilic bacteria living in deep sea
vents offer us clues to how life evolved in extreme environments.
We develop sophisticated ocean circulation models and compare
data from ships, satellites, and lab experiments to understand
phytoplankton’s indispensable role not only in marine ecosystems,
but also in conditioning our atmosphere by generating half of Earth’s
oxygen and fixing vast amounts of carbon. Our experiments
to explain how fossils and organic material are preserved in
sediments on Earth can also provide a lens to examine rock and
soil data collected by the NASA Curiosity rover on Mars. And we
even drive innovations in telescope and satellite technology to
bring planets orbiting distant stars into better view, allowing us to
detect organic molecules in their atmospheres—and the potential
for life beyond Earth.
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EAPS geobiology professor
Tanja Bosak examines modern
stromatolites in Shark Bay,
Australia. The Bosak Lab
studies how microbes trap
sediments to form layered
rock structures, giving us
a window on the earliest
life forms and environment
on Precambrian Earth.
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Join Us
http://eapsweb.mit.edu

For our work to continue, we need you. EAPS relies on generous gifts from
our alumni and friends to ensure we continue to attract the most outstanding
students and scientists in the field. There are a number of ways you can
participate, such as supporting a graduate student or donating to our
Discretionary Fund. Or, better yet, establish your own fellowship and create
a lasting legacy at MIT.
For more information about EAPS and how to support our research and our
graduate students, please contact Angela Ellis, Senior Development Officer,
at 617-253-5796 or aellis@mit.edu.
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